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Abstract. We introduce a kinetically constrained spin model with a local
softness parameter, such that spin flips can violate the kinetic constraint with
an (annealed) site-dependent rate. We show that adding MC swap moves to
this model can dramatically accelerate structural relaxation. We discuss the
connection of this observation with the fact that swap moves are also able to
accelerate relaxation in structural glasses. We analyse the rates of relaxation in
the model. We also show that the extent of dynamical heterogeneity is strongly
suppressed by the swap moves.

1. Introduction

The glass transition is a dynamical phenomenon [1, 2, 3]. In the supercooled regime,
the structural relaxation time of a typical liquid behaves as

τα = τ0 exp

(
A(T )

kBT

)
(1)

where τ0 is a microscopic relaxation time, and A(T ) is a function (with units of energy)
that increases on cooling. It is natural to interpret A(T ) as a free energy barrier
associated with structural relaxation, and a central aim of any theory of the glass
transition is to explain the temperature-dependence of this quantity. Some theories,
including random first-order transition theory [2, 4] and other mean-field theories
of the glass transition [5] propose that A(T ) can be determined on thermodynamic
grounds – the idea is that different amorphous states of the glass are separated by
large free energy barriers, which must necessarily be crossed, in order for structural
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relaxation to take place. The resulting picture is similar to classical nucleation theory,
in which the free-energy barrier may be estimated from the surface tension and
chemical potential difference, which are thermodynamic parameters. Other theories
of the glass transition, including dynamical facilitation theory [6], observe that model
systems with identical thermodynamic properties can (in general) have dramatically
different relaxation times. For example, if systems evolve by different dynamical rules
then the energy barriers associated with dynamical relaxation can be very different.
Within such theories, the free-energy barrier A(T ) may be expected to depend strongly
on the dynamical rules by which a glassy system evolves in time.

For atomistic systems, it is known that many properties of supercooled liquids
are independent of microscopic details of the dynamics [1, 2, 3]. For example, systems
where particles evolve by Newton’s equations have very similar properties to those
with Monte Carlo (MC) dynamics, and to overdamped Langevin dynamics [7]. This
observation is consistent with thermodynamic pictures – the interpretation is that the
systems equilibrate quickly in local minima of the free energy, and the mechanisms by
which they escape from these minima are controlled by thermodynamic barriers (which
are independent of dynamics). However, recent studies have shown that structural
relaxation of some supercooled liquids can be accelerated by many orders of magnitude,
by the simple addition of an extra dynamical process (MC move), in which particles
of different sizes can swap their locations [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This has allowed the
equilibration (by computer simulation) of supercooled liquid states with extremely
large viscosities, comparable with experimental glasses [13]. This work has enabled
new computational studies of glassy states at low temperatures [14, 15, 16]. Several
theoretical works have proposed explanations of the effects of swap dynamics [17, 18,
19, 20, 21].

This strong dependence of relaxation time on dynamics is unexpected within
thermodynamic theories [17], although explanations have been proposed, within an
RFOT-like picture [20, 19]. In dynamical facilitation theory, it is natural to expect
strong dependence of time scales on dynamics, but it is not clear why MC moves that
swap particle sizes would have such a dramatic effect. The predictions of facilitation
theory are based on kinetically constrained models (KCMs) [22, 23], in which the
degrees of freedom occupy the sites of a lattice, such as Ising spins in the case
of facilitated spin models. In such models, spin i can only change its state if the
neighbouring spins satisfy a constraint [22, 23]. In this article, we consider softened
KCMs [24, 25, 26], in which the local structure of the liquid is accounted for by an
additional variable on each site of the lattice, which we call the (local) softness. If this
quantity is large, there is a substantial probability that the system can relax locally, by
violating the kinetic constraint. We will show that even if the softness has a minimal
effect on the natural dynamics of the model, introducing MC moves that swap the
values of the local softness can dramatically accelerate relaxation.

The resulting models are simple ones, but we argue that the mechanism for
acceleration by swaps may be general. In a deeply supercooled liquid, most regions
of the system are characterised by very large free energy barriers, but there are a
few excitations that facilitate local motion [6, 27]. The swap mechanism accelerates
dynamics because a region with a large local barrier can become soft via a swap move,
which then enables relaxation. In an atomistic system, one can imagine that a region
might temporarily swap its particles for smaller ones; it can then relax, and then swap
back the small particles for typically-sized ones. That is, the free energy barrier for
local relaxation can be lowered by a fluctuation in the local structure, which triggers
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relaxation. This possibility is natural within our softened KCMs.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the soft KCM and

the dynamical processes that will be considered, including different forms of local-
softness swaps. In Section 3 we analyse theoretically the relaxation dynamics of the
model. The inclusion of swaps in the dynamics is shown to be able to bring the
system from a super-Arrhenius regime with a parabolic dependence of the relaxation
time on the inverse temperature into an Arrhenius regime. In Section 4 we perform
a numerical exploration of the model, which confirms the theoretical consequences
derived in the previous section and allow us to investigate the effect of swaps on
dynamic heterogeneity, as well as to compare different forms of local-softness swaps.
In the concluding remarks, we discuss the implications of our results in the wider
context of the physics of the glass transition.

2. Model: Soft East KCM with swaps

We describe several variants of the East model, with a local softness variables, and we
explain how swaps are introduced as part of the set of rules that govern its dynamics.
The local softness may be either a positive real number, or a binary variable. Both
models behave similarly at low temperatures: the variant with binary softness is
extensively used in the numerical explorations of Section 4. Different variants of the
model require slightly different sets of parameters: these are summarised in Sec. 2.4,
below. We emphasise that the main results of this work are robust across a broad
range of parameters.

2.1. Soft East model

The East model [28, 22, 23] consists of N binary spins ni ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
For simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional case with periodic boundaries, so we
identify spin 0 with spin N and spin N + 1 with spin 1. In contrast to the standard
East model [28, 22, 23], we consider a version where the kinetic constraint is “soft”,
cf. [24, 25, 26, 29, 30]. The model has two controlling parameters, ε and c, with ε ≥ 0
and 0 < c < 1. At site i we define the softened kinetic constraint

Ci = ni−1 + ε (2)

If spin i has ni = 1 then it flips to state ni = 0 with rate Ci; if ni = 0 then spin i
flips (to ni = 1) with rate Cic/(1 − c). The standard “hard” East model [28, 22, 23]
occurs for ε = 0, in which case spin i is only updated when it is facilitated by its left
neighbour. For ε > 0 spins can flip even when they are not facilitated: this is the
sense in which ε softens the constraint. The physical idea is that facilitated spins flip
with a rate of order unity (“facilitated mechanism”) but all spins can also flip by an
additional “soft mechanism”, with a rate ε that is small at low temperatures.

In general, the parameters c, ε may both depend on temperature. We take

c =
1

1 + eJ/T
(3)

so that the system obeys detailed balance with respect to a Boltzmann distribution
with energy E = J

∑
i ni (this fact is independent of ε). This Boltzmann distribution

corresponds to independent spins with

〈ni〉 = c . (4)
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It is also natural to associate the softness ε with an energy barrier U that may also
depend on temperature, cf. [25, 29, 30]:

ε = e−U(T )/T . (5)

The relaxation time of these models can be defined by considering the spin-spin
correlation function 〈ni(t)ni(0)〉− 〈ni〉2, or the spectral gap of the generator. For low
temperatures (small c), the relaxation time of the hard (ε = 0) East model is [31, 32]

τEast∼ exp

(
J2

2T 2 ln 2
+
bJ

T

)
(6)

where b is a constant (of order unity). The dominant contribution to the relaxation
time is the super-Arrhenius term so the value of b is relatively unimportant in the
following. We note at this point that this super-Arrhenius scaling appears because for
an East model with (typical) excitation density c, the (free)-energy barrier for local
relaxation scales as T (log c)2 [31, 32], so one may alternatively write (6) as

τEast∼ exp

(
(log c)2

2 ln 2
+
b0J

T

)
, (7)

where b0 is a constant of order unity. The relaxation time of the softened East model
scales as

τsoft ∼ min (τEast, 1/ε) . (8)

Note also that in Sections 3.3 and 4, we also consider persistence times, which
are typically of a similar order of magnitude to the relaxation time.

2.2. East model with local softness

We now introduce a fluctuating local softness. This is a qualitative departure from
previous work on the soft East model, where the softness ε was spatially uniform and
constant in time. On each site i, we define an additional variable Xi, with units of
energy. We therefore replace the energy barrier U in (5) by a site-dependent barrier
which we write as

Ui =

{
B −Xi, Xi < B
0, otherwise

(9)

where B = B(T ) is a parameter of the model, and Xi is a (positive) energy associated
with site i. Physically, the energy barrier for the soft constraint is at most B; a large
value of Xi means that the local energy barrier is (relatively) small. The model obeys
detailed balance with respect to a Boltzmann distribution with

E

T
=
J

T

∑
i

ni +
1

v(T )

∑
i

Xi (10)

where v(T ) is a (temperature-dependent) parameter. This distribution is such that
the spin variables and the local softness parameters are all independent with

〈ni〉 = c =
1

1 + eJ/T
, 〈Xi〉 = v(T ) . (11)

The probability density for Xi is (for Xi > 0)

p(Xi) = (1/v)e−Xi/v . (12)
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2.2.1. No-swap dynamics. The dynamics of the model obeys detailed balance with
respect to a Boltzmann distribution with energy (10). The spin ni has the dynamics
of the soft-East model, with constraint function

Ci = ni−1 + min(1, e−(B−Xi)/T ) (13)

consistent with (2,9). Note that flips of spin i leave the associated Xi unchanged.
The dynamics of the X-variables is as follows: if ni = 1 then Xi is updated

(with rate rX) to a new value drawn from the (equilibrium) exponential distribution
p(X) = (1/v)e−X/v. If ni = 0 then Xi does not update. The rate rX is a parameter
of the model. The physical interpretation is that if there is an excitation on site i
(ni = 1) then the liquid structure at that site is exploring configuration space rapidly,
so the local barrier Xi is free to change. On sites with ni = 0 then the local dynamics
are very slow, and the Xi cannot change, until such time as the ni variable flips.

2.2.2. Swap dynamics. For atomistic systems, the swap algorithm of [13] means
that the local softness in a given region of the system can change without requiring
structural relaxation. For example, the size of the particles in that region might
be reduced, which effectively reduces the softness barrier, and facilitates structural
rearrangement. To mimic this, we introduce an extra process by which the softness
variables Xi can be updated.

We consider three possible choices for this extra process. The first is called “s-
swaps” (short for softness-swaps): with rate Nrs, we choose two sites at random,
and exchange their values of Xi. The second is called “s-updates”: with rate Nru

we choose a single site at random and update the local softness Xi to a new value
drawn from the (equilibrium) exponential distribution p(X) = (1/v)e−X/v, similar
to what was proposed in [18]. Note that this can happen on any site, independent
of the value of ni. The factors of N in these rates are chosen so that the rates for
individual spin flips are independent of system size. The third type of swap process is
considered in Section 4, namely, local swaps, which are s-swaps that only take place
between neighbouring sites. In this case, a random site is chosen with rate Nrl, and
its X-value is swapped with one of its neighbours (chosen at random).

In a large system, s-swaps and s-updates lead to identical behaviour in the
equilibrium state: this will be demonstrated explicitly in Fig. 5, below. To understand
this, note first that they both obey detailed balance with respect to the Boltzmann
distribution of (10). Second, note that if one considers separately the two spins
participating in a swap, each one is updated to a value that is copied from the other
spin, which will typically be far away (hence uncorrelated) and for which the softness
distribution is the just same exponential used in an s-update. In other words, from
the point of view of a single spin i, an s-update is equivalent to swapping Xi with a
value chosen at random from a (fictitious) reservoir of softness values; alternatively
one may swap the Xi with a value from a (real) reservoir that is constituted by the
other particles in the system (this is an s-swap). If the reservoirs are large enough then
correlation effects can be neglected and these two processes are equivalent. Based on
this equivalence, we refer to both s-swaps and s-updates as types of (non-local) swap
moves.

Finally, note that an s-swap conserves the total softness
∑
iXi while an s-update

does not. However, the local (no-swap) dynamics of the X-variables already allows the
total softness to fluctuate, so s-updates do not cause the breakdown of any (global)
conservation law. For this reason, the fact that s-swaps conserve the total softness is
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irrelevant, and one concludes that they are equivalent to s-updates. A recent study
found a similar effect in an atomistic liquid [33], where allowing particle diameters to
be updated by local Hamiltonian dynamics leads to effects that are very similar to
(non-local) swaps. In this case the update rule does break a global conservation law
(specifically, conservation of the number of particles with each value of the diameter),
but an additional argument based on the equivalence of canonical and semi-grand
ensembles establishes that updates have the same effect as swaps.

2.3. East model with binary softness

In the following, we will show that the behaviour of the East model with local
softness can be captured by an even simpler model, which we now describe. For
low temperatures, the effect of the local softness is dominated by sites with Xi > B.
The fraction of sites that have this property is easily verified to be e−B/v.

To exploit this fact, we replace each Xi by a binary softness variable si ∈ {0, 1},
such that sites with si = 1 are soft. For consistency with the previous model, the
constraint function is

Ci = ni−1 + si (14)

and the Boltzmann distribution for the (ni, si) has

E

T
=
J

T

∑
i

ni +
B(T )

v(T )

∑
i

si (15)

The dynamics of the s-variables are the same as those of the X-variables, except that
where Xi is updated with an exponentially-distributed random number, si is updated
to zero or 1 with probability (1+e−B/v)−1 and (1+eB/v)−1 respectively. The no-swap
dynamics and the three varieties of swap dynamics are all generalised in this way.

Compared to the model with real-valued softness, this model introduces two
simplifications: First, the binary variables si enable efficient computer simulation
of the model, see the first paragraph of Sec. 4 below. Second, the two parameters B, v
enter the binary model only through their ratio B/v.

2.4. Summary of model parameters, and their physical interpretation

Before continuing, we summarise the parameters introduced so far. We have chosen to
maintain all rates as free parameters, so that our analysis is general. For this reason,
our summary here also indicates which parameters are most important for controlling
the qualitative behaviour of the model.

• The parameter J is the (free)-energy cost required to create an East-like
excitation, ni = 1. This sets the fundamental energy scale in the model. In
the simulations below we set J = 1.

• The parameter B = B(T ) is the maximal energy barrier associated with the soft
constraint. The temperature-dependence of B must be determined from physical
arguments. In numerical simulations we typically take B(T ) ∝ 1/T – we expect
it to grow at low temperatures since the soft process is expected to be very slow
in the glassy regime.

• The parameter v = v(T ) determines the mean and the standard deviation of
the softness parameter Xi. In general v may depend on T but in numerical
simulations we take v to be independent of temperature.
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• The parameter rX controls the rate with which the softness is updated on sites
with ni = 1. The time unit in the model is fixed by the facilitated process: the
rates for facilitated spin flips are 1 and c (for flips into state with ni = 0 and
ni = 1 respectively). Since this is an excited site, one expects rX to be relatively
fast. In numerical simulations we take rX = e−J/T which is much faster than
the structural relaxation but small enough that adding the soft process to the
simulation does not result in too much of an increase in the simulation efficiency.

• The parameters rs, ru control the rates of (non-local) swap processes (Sec. 2.2.2).
As for rX , it is convenient (both numerically and analytically) to assume that
these rates are small compared to 1 but (very) large compared to the rate of
structural relaxation. In numerical simulations we mostly take rs, ru ∝ e−J/T , in
which regime the results depend weakly on the specific choice of r.

• The parameter rl controls the rate of local swap processes. We take rl of the same
order as rs, that is rl ∝ e−J/T . The results do depend significantly on this choice,
as it determines the time scale of the diffusion of excitations, see Section 4.3.

Note that the parameters rs, ru, rl appear in different variants of the model. For
any given variant, only one of these parameters needs to be specified.

Anticipating the results that we derive below, we comment that the behaviour
of the model depends strongly on B: if this parameter is too small then the soft
relaxation process dominates the system and the system does not behave in a glassy
way, regardless of whether swap moves are included. The dependence on other
parameters is much weaker. In particular, our main result – that s-swaps and s-
updates dramatically accelerate relaxation – does not require tuning of parameters.
This effect is robust as long as the relevant rates r are not too small and v is not
too large. (These are the minimal constraints that are consistent with the underlying
physics: If the r-rates are extremely small then the swap processes hardly ever happen
so no acceleration is possible; also if v is too large then soft process completely destroys
the glassy behaviour, independent of whether swaps are present.) These matters are
discussed further in Sec. 3.

3. Theory

3.1. No-swap dynamics

We first consider the behaviour of the East model with local softness, in the absence
of swaps. The typical barrier for the soft constraint is B − v. We assume that this
barrier is large enough that the no-swap dynamics are controlled by the facilitated
(East) relaxation process. This requires (as a necessary condition) that the typical
barrier for the soft process is large, specifically

B(T )− v(T ) & T log τEast . (16)

For this condition to hold at low temperatures, it is necessary that B must increase as
T is reduced. In this regime, the barrier for the soft process is large, and one expects
the behaviour to be dominated by the facilitated process. However, the soft process
may still have important effects, which come from (non-typical) sites where X & B,
as we now discuss.

Any site with Xi > B that has ni = 0 will flip with a rate of order unity into
a state with ni = 1. At that point, the value of Xi will be updated, so it will
(most likely) revert to a typical value Xi ' v. This means that sites with Xi > B
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ni = 1,
Xi ' v
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ni = 1,
Xi > B

<latexit sha1_base64="xKIJrWe57NDkIEinCGmvB9YWS6U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xKIJrWe57NDkIEinCGmvB9YWS6U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xKIJrWe57NDkIEinCGmvB9YWS6U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xKIJrWe57NDkIEinCGmvB9YWS6U=">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</latexit>

ni = 0,
Xi > B

<latexit sha1_base64="3KV1UFSWt8UABUTjfbT99mRtlOA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3KV1UFSWt8UABUTjfbT99mRtlOA=">AAADR3icbVJNj9MwEHWyfCzhqwtHLhbtShxQlexhdy+gFb0gxGFB7bbSpkSOM0mt2k5kOwuVlR/IkSO/ghviiNMGqe0ykqXneTOaec9OK860CcOfnn9w5+69+4cPgoePHj952jt6dqXLWlGY0JKXapYSDZxJmBhmOMwqBUSkHKbpctTy0xtQmpVybFYVzAUpJMsZJcalkt6PWMJXWgpBZGZjU6a6sSaJBTELJWx7bYKdEoDG/qNhnxyNOpISbkf77HTasWlqp/vkeLzVOm5ZnedEML4K4oqotPxmz6lwNYoUBWSKFQuDg4FM2Jtw8DqOB7OEvX03CJqk1w+H4TrwbRB1oI+6uEyOvC9xVtJagDSUE62vo7Ayc0uUYZSD26TWUBG6JAVcOyiJAD23a+8bfOwyGc5L5Y40eJ3d7rBEaL0Sqats1el9rk3+l6u0UYwu9c58uwB+A2Y3l4qNl6pI1+MtiGrhUGPD4amTHrWnCY5jBduOK5FBTmpuGkvdjm4J/PnjB6z1WsmuapOfzy2TVW1A0o3ovObYlLj9VDhjCqjhKwcIVcz5humCKEKN+3qBe5Fo3//b4OpkGDn86aR/Meje5hC9QC/RKxShM3SB3qNLNEHUO/PmXu4V/nf/l//b/7Mp9b2u5znaiQPvL9iREvI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3KV1UFSWt8UABUTjfbT99mRtlOA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3KV1UFSWt8UABUTjfbT99mRtlOA=">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</latexit>

rX
<latexit sha1_base64="NbMrRpFHRdWwRkVP1giQwEG5KXE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMrRpFHRdWwRkVP1giQwEG5KXE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMrRpFHRdWwRkVP1giQwEG5KXE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NbMrRpFHRdWwRkVP1giQwEG5KXE=">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</latexit>

(soft)
<latexit sha1_base64="y4f43Of8vs0DlSjzctNvuSXFvd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y4f43Of8vs0DlSjzctNvuSXFvd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y4f43Of8vs0DlSjzctNvuSXFvd8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y4f43Of8vs0DlSjzctNvuSXFvd8=">AAADPHicbVJNj9MwEHXC1xI+tgtHLhZlpUVCVbIH2ONKvSDEYVm125WaUtnOJLVqx5HtLFRW/hpH/gN3bogrZ5w2SG2XkUZ6njej8Xs2rQQ3No5/BOGdu/fuPzh4GD16/OTpYe/o2ZVRtWYwZkoofU2JAcFLGFtuBVxXGoikAiZ0OWz5yQ1ow1U5sqsKZpIUJc85I9aX5r3vaQlfmJKSlJlLraKmcXaeSmIXWrr22EQ7LQCN+0fDPjkcdiQjwg332cmkYyl1k31yNNoaHbWsyXMiuVhFaUU0VV/dGZO+R5OigEzzYmFxdGJUbl9HzbzXjwfxOvBtkHSgj7q4mB8Fn9NMsVpCaZkgxkyTuLIzR7TlTIBfXxuoCFuSAqYelkSCmbm14Q0+9pUM50r7LC1eV7cnHJHGrCT1na0ks8+1xf9ylbGas6XZ2e8WIG7A7tao3BioC7pe70BWC48aFw/eeulJm010nGrYtlnLDHJSC9s45u/oL4EvP37AxqyV7Kq2+dnM8bKqLZRsIzqvBbYKtz8JZ1wDs2LlAWGae98wWxBNmPX/LfIvkuz7fxtcnQ4Sjz+d9s9fdW9zgF6gl+gEJegdOkfv0QUaIxa8CS6DaZCG38Kf4a/w96Y1DLqZ52gnwj9/AT1bENk=</latexit>

ni = 0,
Xi ' v

<latexit sha1_base64="isbx9kB7rcBTZWvQvny5Qvohqi8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="isbx9kB7rcBTZWvQvny5Qvohqi8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="isbx9kB7rcBTZWvQvny5Qvohqi8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="isbx9kB7rcBTZWvQvny5Qvohqi8=">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</latexit>

(swap)
<latexit sha1_base64="IVush3ON+FZa4QMK1NWei64m1E4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVush3ON+FZa4QMK1NWei64m1E4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVush3ON+FZa4QMK1NWei64m1E4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IVush3ON+FZa4QMK1NWei64m1E4=">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</latexit>

Prob ⇠ e�J/T
<latexit sha1_base64="QiLGCso0lVSbc2pfLzZMcUJH76E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QiLGCso0lVSbc2pfLzZMcUJH76E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QiLGCso0lVSbc2pfLzZMcUJH76E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QiLGCso0lVSbc2pfLzZMcUJH76E=">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</latexit>

Prob ⇠ e�J/T�B/v
<latexit sha1_base64="Gnj2tcWJwARd5cYd8T6330AnOoQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gnj2tcWJwARd5cYd8T6330AnOoQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gnj2tcWJwARd5cYd8T6330AnOoQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gnj2tcWJwARd5cYd8T6330AnOoQ=">AAADUHicbVJNbxMxEPUmfJTlK4UjF4umEpem2R6gx4hcUMUhoKSp1E0j2zu7sWKvV7Y3EFn7J7nBL+EG3mSRkpSRLD+/N5bnzZgWghvb7/8MWu0HDx89PnoSPn32/MXLzvGra6NKzWDClFD6hhIDgucwsdwKuCk0EEkFTOlyWOvTFWjDVT626wJmkmQ5Tzkj1lPzzq84h29MSUnyxMVWUVM5O48lsQstXX2swr0UgMr9k+FQHA4bkRHhhofqdNqolLrpoTge71wd16pJUyK5WIdxQTRV390lkz5HkyyDRPNsYXE40oribmy4xL6yO3d2dT4++3i+qrphNe+c9Hv9TeD7IGrACWpiND8O7uJEsVJCbpkgxtxG/cLOHNGWMwG+pNJAQdiSZHDrYU4kmJnbDKHCp55JcKq0X7nFG3b3hiPSmLWkPrO2aQ61mvyvVhirOVuavffdAsQK7D5H5bapOqOb5x3IYuFR5fq99956VK8qPI017LZeywRSUgpbOeZr9EXgr5+vsDEbJ/uubXo5czwvSgs525pOS4GtwvXvwgnXwKxYe0CY5r5vmC2IJsz6Pxj6iUSH/b8Pri96kcdfLk4G3WY2R+gNeoveoQh9QAP0CY3QBLFgEKSBCorWj9bv1p92sE1tNTt6jfaiHf4FdVEV4A==</latexit> Prob ⇠ e�B/v

<latexit sha1_base64="JJCzgWrkD1Q7AjD10KCG+/mx3Yg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJCzgWrkD1Q7AjD10KCG+/mx3Yg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJCzgWrkD1Q7AjD10KCG+/mx3Yg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JJCzgWrkD1Q7AjD10KCG+/mx3Yg=">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</latexit>

Prob ⇠ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="t6unmoSdKBFReSipNO4B0z3Pxos=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6unmoSdKBFReSipNO4B0z3Pxos=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6unmoSdKBFReSipNO4B0z3Pxos=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6unmoSdKBFReSipNO4B0z3Pxos=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgDJfEZqohCaGCJM/YcgfhmOhGk=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1. Effects of the soft process and the swap process on East model
configurations (x indicates a spatial co-ordinate). Vertical bars indicate spins with
ni = 1 (as indicated) and circles indicate ni = 0. Black colour indicates typical
values of Xi, of order v. Grey colour indicates anomalously soft sites, Xi > B. For
no-swap dynamics, the three configurations in the top row can interconvert by the
rX process (which refreshes Xi with rate rX) and the soft process (which leads
to “fast” flips if Xi > B). The probabilities indicate the equilibrium probabilities
of these states, assuming that e−J/T , e−B/v � 1. If this interconversion is fast
compared to structural relaxation, one may interpret the three states as different
manifestations of a single “effective excitation”, which spends a fraction f of
its time in the top right configuration. If swapping is enabled, the “vertical”
process shown at right is also possible: this allows removal of the “effective
excitation” by a purely local process and dramatically accelerates the relaxation.
[For no-swap dynamics, the effective excitation can only be destroyed by a co-
operative (facilitated) process, or by a rare event where a spin with Xi ' v flips
spontaneously by the soft process. If (25) is satisfied, then such events are much
rarer than the ones shown in this figure, and the swap move strongly accelerates
the dynamics.]

quickly convert into excited sites (with ni = 1). The reverse process is also possible:
an excitation (ni = 1) can convert to an unexcited but softened state (ni = 0 but
Xi > B). These processes are illustrated in the top row of Fig. 1. The overall effect
of this interconversion is that long-lived “effective excitations” (or “superspins” [31])
spend some of their time in the unexcited but softened state. (This argument requires
that 1/rX is much smaller than the lifetime of a typical effective excitation; that is,
interconversion between the two states is faster than structural relaxation. We take
rX ∼ e−J/T but structural relaxation at low temperatures is much slower, so this is
satisfied in practice.)

Now define θi to be equal to unity if site i is soft (Xi > B) and zero otherwise,
so that 〈θi〉 = e−B/v. Then the density of the effective excitations is the fraction of
sites with either ni = 1 or θi = 1 (or both), which is

ceff = 〈ni + θi − niθi〉 . (17)

Since both e−(B/v) and e−(J/T ) are small then the 〈niθi〉 is negligible and we obtain
ceff ≈ e−B/v + e−J/T . Hence one sees that the fraction of time spent by a effective
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excitation in the softened state (with θi = 1) is

f =
〈θi〉
ceff
≈ e−B/v

e−B/v + e−J/T
.

Using (17) to write 〈θi〉 ≈ ceff − c, one obtains

ceff ≈
c

1− f ≈ c
(

1 + e(J/T )−(B/v)
)

where the approximate equalities are all valid up to terms of order e−(B/v)−(J/T ). For
the model with binary softness, the behaviour is the same on replacing θi with si.

We see that for the system to behave similarly to an East model (with ceff ≈ c),
we require at low temperatures that

e−B/v � e−J/T , (18)

which also implies f ≈ e(J/T )−(B/v) � 1. Hence, while (16) is necessary for the system
to behave similarly to the original (hard) East model, it is not sufficient, since (18) is
also required.

Given (16,18) we expect [by analogy with (7)] that the relaxation time of the
models with local softness is

τnoswap ∼ exp

(
(log ceff)2

2 ln 2
+
b0J

T

)
(19)

This corresponds to a speedup of the East dynamics, due to the softening of the
constraint. For the parameters considered here we will have ceff/c ≈ 1, so this effect
is weak. That is, we focus in the following on a dynamical speedup effect that is due
to swaps (or updates) of the softness; it is not a simple consequence of the softened
constraint. We note however that the very strong dependence of τnoswap on ceff means
that this weak speedup is still observable even when the differences between ceff and
c are small, see Sec. 4 and in particular Fig. 3.

3.2. Effect of (non-local) Swap dynamics

3.2.1. Relaxation time When swap dynamics are included, a new process becomes
important. In this case, a spin with ni = 0 and Xi > B can still interconvert with an
excitation by the mechanism described above. However, it is also possible that this
spin can swap its X-value with another spin for which X has a typical value (of order
v). This provides a mechanism by which an effective excitation can be converted to
an unexcited state with (ni, Xi) = (0, v). This is shown as the rightmost (vertical)
process in Fig. 1. The net effect of the chain of processes in Fig. 1 is the same as that of
the original soft process of Sec. 2.1: a site with ni = 1 can convert to ni = 0, without
ever becoming facilitated, and with typical values of the local softness in both the
initial and final states. For the model with s-update moves, the rate for spontaneous
destruction of an excitation can be estimated as (approximately)

εeff =rXe−B/v · 1

1 + rX
· ru

ru + e−J/T
. (20)

To see this, we consider the sequence of processes obtained by reading from left to
right in Fig. 1): the first factor in (20) is the rate for the initial transition in Fig. 1, the
second factor is the probability that the excitation is destroyed (second step) before
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the system reverts back to the first state. Similarly, the third factor is the probability
that the system makes the final (swap) step before the second step gets spontaneously
reversed. For the model with s-swaps, a similar formula holds, with ru replaced by rs.
By analogy with (8), one infers that the relaxation time in a system with (nonlocal)
swaps is

τswap ∼ min (1/εeff , τnoswap) . (21)

The estimate in (20) is not expected to give quantitative predictions but it should
capture the scaling of εeff . From Sec. 2.4 we have rX � 1 at low temperatures, while ru

and e−J/T are of a similar order. The result is that the “effective softness parameter”
is

εeff ≈ rXe−B/v. (22)

This is valid for ru & e−J/T and rX � 1. If on the other hand ru � e−J/T then

εeff ≈ rXrue−B/v+J/T . (23)

In the former case (which includes ru ≈ e−J/T ), we predict that

τswap ∼ min
(
r−1
X eB/v, τnoswap

)
. (24)

3.2.2. Implications Suppose that (16,18) hold, so that the dynamics without swaps
depends very weakly on the fact that the model is soft; and assume also that

(τnoswap)−1 � εeff � 1 . (25)

Then (21) shows that the swap dynamics will be accelerated dramatically, compared
to the no-swap dynamics. That is

1� τswap � τnoswap (26)

This is the key theoretical result of this paper, which we verify in Sec. 4 by
numerical simulations. It compares two models which have the same (softened) kinetic
constraint, the only difference is whether there are swap moves that update the local
softness.

As anticipated in Sec. 2.4, Equ. (26) requires some assumptions on the rates in
the model, particularly (16,18) which require that the constraint is not so soft that
all glassy behaviour is destroyed, independent of swaps. We also require (25) which
is an assumption on the r-rates (that is, rs, ru, rX). From (18) we have e−B/v � 1;
together with (20) this means that (25) fails only if one of the r-rates is extremely
small, of the order of (τnoswap)−1. Recall that (τnoswap)−1 is the rate for a highly-
collective relaxation process and has a super-Arrhenius dependence on temperature.
On the other hand, there is no physical justification for choosing very small values for
the r-rates, which are microscopic parameters, and should therefore be much larger
than (τnoswap)−1 at low temperatures. Hence (25) holds very generally, and (26) is a
robust result, independent of specific choices of the rates r.

As a specific case, we take (consistent with Sec. 2.4) that B(T ) ∼ aJ2/T with
a > 1 and v is independent of temperature, then (16,18,25) are all satisfied, and we
find B/v ∝ 1/T . In this case the swap dynamics will have an Arrhenius temperature
dependence, while the no-swap dynamics would be super-Arrhenius. This case is
discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.1, below.

More generally, it is useful to consider the mechanism of acceleration by swaps.
We assume that with some small probability, the system has a reduced energy barrier
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for local relaxation. Without swap dynamics, these soft regions enhance the rates
for local motion, but their effects are confined to a particular region. The effect of
the (non-local) swaps is that locally-inactive regions can be (temporarily) activated by
“importing” softness from other regions of the system. This facilitates local relaxation,
after which the softness can be exported away to some other inactive region. In
(polydisperse) atomistic systems, one might imagine that softness is imported by
swapping some large particles with smaller particles from elsewhere, which increases
the local free volume and facilitates relaxation. After this relaxation has taken place,
the small particles can be exported away again, and large particles can be re-imported.

We emphasise that the swap moves do not change the excitation variables ni
directly. Rather, the (non-local) swap moves change the softness, which then triggers
(local) relaxation. Note also that this mechanism is relatively insensitive to the
precise route by which softness is imported – this might be a non-local swap [13]
or a deterministic local change in particle diameter [33], or any other mechanism for
accessing local configurations where the barrier for structural relaxation is reduced.

It is also noteworthy that for the models considered here, the swap mechanism
does not have any collective character. Just like the soft process in the model of
Sec. 2.1, the swap-mediated relaxation can destroy or create excitations, independently
of their environment. This means that (for example) the relaxation will be less
dynamically heterogeneous in the presence of the swaps: see also Fig. 4 below.
However, the microscopic mechanism for the soft process in liquids should have some
collective character. The nature of this process is not explicit within the model: it
presumably determines parameters such as the size of the large energy barrier B and
the temperature-dependence of B/v. It is not possible to explore these effects within
this model – one would (presumably) have to consider the liquid structure and the
way that the particles are packed in space.

3.3. Persistence function

So far we have concentrated on the relaxation time, which we defined as the time scale
associated with the decay of the the spin correlation function 〈ni(t)ni(0)〉−〈ni〉2. For
numerical work it is also useful to consider the persistence function. This is defined in
terms of the local persistence field: the local variable pi(t) takes value pi(t) = 1 if ni
has not flipped from its initial state at time 0 up to time t, otherwise pi(t) = 0. The
persistence function is

P (t) = 〈pi(t)〉 (27)

where the right hand side is independent of i, by translational invariance. The
behaviour of this function has been studied extensively in kinetically constrained
models [23, 34, 35, 36, 37]. The persistence time τp corresponds to the typical timescale
for the decay of P (t). We define it through a threshold

P (τp) = 10−2. (28)

(Other definitions, such as through the time integral of P , give results that scale
similarly with the parameters of the model.) Our numerical work mostly focusses on
the persistence function instead of the autocorrelation, as it is numerically easier to
estimate and contains similar information. For (hard) kinetically constrained models,
the persistence and correlation times are similar. However, it is important to note
that when relaxation occurs by the soft process, the persistence time is larger than
the relaxation times that we have considered so far.
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In particular, if the kinetic constraint is completely irrelevant (that is, spins are
non-interacting and flip only by the soft process) then it is easy to show that the
persistence time is longer than the correlation time by a factor of eJ/T . The physical
reason is that the autocorrelation time is equal to the typical time taken for a typical
spin with ni = 1 to decay to ni = 0, which is the inverse of the rate for the slow process,
ε−1. After a few multiples of this time, the state of the system has decorrelated.
However, spins with ni = 0 are much more numerous at low temperatures so they
dominate the persistence time, which is comparable to the time taken for a typical
spin with ni = 0 to flip to ni = 1. This time is of order ε−1eJ/T .

In the softened East models considered here, the decoupling between persistence
and autocorrelation is less strong than this extreme case, where spins are completely
independent. We will see in the following that the persistence time is significantly
larger than the correlation time. It is also notable that if relaxation takes place by
the soft mechanism, one expects exponential relaxation of both the correlation and
the persistence function P (t).

3.4. Effect of local Swap dynamics

We briefly discuss effects of local swap dynamics. In this case Fig. 1 is modified only
in the final (vertical) process, in which the anomalously soft (grey) site would not
disappear. Instead, it would hop to an adjacent site. For rl � e−J/T , the excitation
typically converts back to ni = 1 after hopping, by reversing the processes in the top
row of Fig. 1. This leads to excitation diffusion with a hop rate of order rXrle

−B/v+J/T

[similar to (23)] and a hop size of one lattice spacing, so the resulting diffusion constant
is

Deff ∼ rXrle
−B/v+J/T . (29)

On the other hand, for rl & e−J/T , the excitation may hop several times before
converting back to ni = 1 (this conversion happens with rate e−J/T ). In this case
we expect that excitations hop with a rate of order rXe−B/v [by a similar argument

to (22)]; the typical size of a single hop is of order
√
rleJ/T . This leads to the same

diffusion constant as (29). Note that if the hop size is larger than the typical excitation
spacing eJ/T , we expect the behaviour of the model to resemble that for non-local
s-swaps (with rs = rl). This requires a very large rate rl & eJ/T . However, in
higher dimensions (d ≥ 2), the typical excitation spacing is much smaller, scaling as
eJ/(Td). We expect the other arguments of this section to depend weakly on dimension:
in this case local and non-local swaps should lead to similar behaviour as long as
rl & eJ((2/d)−1)/T . This constraint is much weaker in higher dimensions.

We focus on rl ∝ e−J/T consistent with Sec 2.4, which leads to short-ranged
hopping of the excitations. The resulting dynamics resembles a Fredrickson-Andersen
(FA) model [23], with excitations that diffuse. A notable signature of this behaviour
is the persistence function – one expects that for P (t) = O(1) then

P (t) ∼ exp(−
√
Deffc2t) (30)

where Deff is the excitation diffusion constant and c their separation [34]. For very
large times, P (t) crosses over to an exponential decay [23], but P itself is very small in
this limit. The prediction of this analysis is that persistence time decays significantly
slower than the relaxation with local swaps: one may estimate

τ loc−swap
p ∼ min

(
1

rlrX
eB/v+J/T , τnoswap

)
(31)
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Figure 2. Persistence function for the East model with real-valued local softness
(squares, dashed lines) and binary softness (circles, continuous lines). We take
B/v = 2J/T (in the case of the real-valued model, B = 10J/T and v = 5), for
various values of J/T (see legend), in a system of N = 512 spins. (a) Dynamics
without swaps (b) Dynamics including swaps (s-updates) (c) Dependence of the
persistence time τp on temperature for both variants of the model, with fits
τp = τ0 exp

[
(bJ/T ) + J2/(2T 2 ln 2)

]
for dynamics without swaps [see (19)] and

τp = τ0 exp (bJ/T ) with swaps [see (24)] (the fitting parameters are b, τ0). The
fits are excellent for J/T > 1.

This prediction is rather simplistic because it assumes that the diffusive (FA) process
dominates the relaxation. In practice, the original facilitated process of the East model
is also expected to play a role, so the relaxation is a mixture of FA and East dynamics.
Compared to the case where the FA dynamics dominates, the East dynamics acts as
an additional relaxation channel, so one expects relaxation to be somewhat faster than
that predicted by (31).

4. Numerical results

We have performed numerical simulations of the East models with local softness,
using variants of the Bortz-Kalos-Lebowitz (BKL) algorithm, which is also known as
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continuous-time Monte Carlo [38]. For the simpler model with binary softness si,
where the set of rates of local moves is finite, the standard rejection-free BKL method
is used. For the version of the model with real-valued softness Xi, and with energy
barrier as in Eq. (9), where the set of possible transitions is not finite, we adapt the
BKL algorithm: the different types of moves (ni = 0→ ni = 1, ni = 1→ ni = 0, and
updates of the local softness Xi) are proposed with rates that depend on ni and ni−1

but not on Xi. In order that MC moves occur with the correct rates, the moves that
are proposed in this way are then accepted with a probability that accounts for the
dependence of the rate on Xi.

The remainder of this section presents numerical results, with a special emphasis
on the impact of swaps on the relaxation dynamics at low temperatures. First, we
focus on the temperature dependence of relaxation and persistence times for dynamics
with and without swaps. We then study the implications of including swaps for the
dynamic heterogeneity of the relaxation process. To conclude, we compare different
types of swap processes. Throughout the section, numerical results are related to the
theoretical arguments provided in the previous sections. A more general discussion of
these results (including comparisons with atomistic systems) and their implications is
given in Section 5.

4.1. Acceleration due to swaps (s-updates)

To illustrate the main behaviour, we consider the time dependence of the persistence
function for a range of temperatures in the East model with a real-valued local softness
(Sec 2.2) and with binary local softness (Sec 2.3). We consider dynamics without
swaps, and also a model with s-updates as swap processes; results for s-swaps and
local swaps are given in Sec. 4.3, below. We take B/v = 2J/T : this ratio is itself a
parameter of the model with binary softness; in the model with real-valued softness, we
take B = 10J/T and v = 5. The swap rate is ru = e−J/T /4 in both cases, consistent
with Sec. 2.4. This choice is also consistent with (16,18,25), so we predict that the
softening will have a weak effect on the no-swap dynamics, but the swap dynamics
will lead to significant acceleration.

Figure 2 compares the relaxation with and without swaps. Figure 2(a) shows the
persistence as a function of time for various inverse temperatures (in units of J) in the
absence of swaps. We show data for the model with real-valued softness, and for the
version with binary softness. The two variants of the model behave almost identically
at low temperatures (but the binary-softness can be simulated to much longer times
due to its simplicity). Figure 2(b) shows the persistence for the same conditions but
now including swap dynamics (corresponding to s-updates). As predicted, one sees a
dramatic acceleration of relaxation by the swap dynamics, consistent with Eqs. (19,24).
Figure 2(c) shows the corresponding persistence times τp as functions of J/T for both
variants of the model. The data are compatible with a super-Arrhenius scaling for the
dynamics without swaps [see (19)] and an Arrhenius dependence in the presence of
swaps [see (24)]. As in the case of atomistic models [13] the inclusion of swaps allows
to significantly increase the range of low temperatures accessible to the numerics. We
emphasise that the results of Fig. 2 are all for models with softened constraints –
the speedup is not a simple consequence of the softening, it comes instead from the
s-updates, which trigger local relaxation of the excitations.

Since the models with real-valued and binary softness behave the same, we focus
on the model with binary softness in the following. Fig. 3(a) shows how the persistence
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Figure 3. Persistence time (a) and autocorrelation time (b) as functions of J/T ,
for the East model with binary local softness. The softness parameter B/v is
varied, as shown in the legend. The system size is N = 512 spins. The rate for
the soft process is smallest when B/v = 10J/T – in this case, the dynamics is
almost unaffected by the soft process, both with and without swaps. By contrast,
the soft process is relatively fast when B/v = J/T – this has a strong effect
on the dynamics with swaps, and a weak (but significant) effect on the no-swap
dynamics. The solid lines are fits either to τ = τ0 exp

[
(bJ/T ) + J2/(2T 2 ln 2)

]
, in

the case of the dynamics without swaps or dynamics with swaps for B/v = 10J/T ,
or τ = τ0 exp (bJ/T ), in the case of the dynamics with swaps for B/v = J/T and
2J/T . See the discussion in the main text.

time depends on the choice of B/v: we take B/v = yJ/T with y = 1, 2, 10. As
predicted by (24), for large y (in this case y = 10) the swap mechanism is negligible
and the systems with and without swaps behave the same. For y = 2 one observes
a dramatic acceleration by the swaps, as in Fig. 2. For y = 1, the condition (18) is
breaking down, even though (16) is still satisfied at low temperatures. As predicted
by (19), this means that the soft process leads to a reduction in the relaxation time,
even in the absence of swaps (because ceff > c). Nevertheless, the swaps still lead to
a significant acceleration.

Figure 3(b) shows that analogous results are obtained by considering the
correlation time τc extracted from the autocorrelation (〈ni(t)ni(0)〉 − 〈ni〉2) with the
same threshold as in (28). From the fits in this Figure, it is useful to consider
swap dynamics with B/v = J/T and B/v = 2J/T . In this case the fits are
τc = τ0 exp (bJ/T ) with b = (1.9, 3.0) for B/v = (J/T, 2J/T ) respectively. Recalling
that rX ∼ e−J/T , Equ. (24) predicts b = (2, 3), consistent with these data. In these
cases one also finds that the persistence time is significantly larger than the correlation
time, consistent with the arguments of Sec. 3.3. Fits for the persistence times τp
yield b = (2.2, 3.3). If the relaxation was entirely dominated by the soft mechanism
one would expect b = (3, 4) – the observed values of b are intermediate between
these values and the exponents of the correlation time, consistent with Sec. 3.3.
For the cases where the facilitated process is dominating, we observe good fits to
τ = τ0 exp

[
(bJ/T ) + J2/(2T 2 ln 2)

]
, consistent with (19).
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Figure 4. Data for the dynamic susceptibility χ4 (see text for definition)
without swaps (a) and with swaps (b) for different values of J/T (see legend) with
B/v = 2J/T in a system of N = 512 spins. In the regime where the swaps lead
to dramatic acceleration of the dynamics, the dynamics are not heterogeneous.

4.2. Dynamical heterogeneity

We consider the effect of swaps on the extent of heterogeneity in the dynamics. We
quantify dynamical heterogeneity via the dynamic susceptibility

χ4(t) =
1

N

〈∑
ij

[pi(t)− P (t)][pj(t)− P (t)]

〉
. (32)

This function shows a maximum for some time t∗ ' τp. If relaxation is dominated
by the facilitated (East) mechanism then the relaxation is heterogeneous with a
characteristic length scale ξ4 ∼ eJ/T and one expects (in one dimension) that the
maximal value of χ4 is proportional to this length scale, that is χ4(t∗) ∼ eJ/T [39].
If relaxation is dominated by a soft (non-collective) process then relaxation much less
heterogeneous, the length scale ξ4 = O(1) and we expect χ4(t∗) = O(1). Hence, the
East relaxation process (which has a relaxation time growing faster than Arrhenius)
also has a growing length scale and a growing χ4, as expected on general grounds. On
the other hand, the soft relaxation process has a small length scale and an Arrhenius
growth of the relaxation time.

Fig. 4 shows χ4(t) for different values of J/T with B/v = 2J/T (cf. Figs. 2 and 3).
Results for no-swap dynamics are in Fig. 4(a), while in Fig. 4(b) shows the dynamics
including swaps (s-updates). We observe the following: (i) the peak times t∗ are
reduced in the presence of swaps, compatible with the results from the persistence
and autocorrelation functions; (ii) dynamic heterogeneity is strongly suppressed in
the presence of swaps (note that the vertical scale of both panels differs by an order
of magnitude), because the soft process does not lead to heterogeneous relaxation;
(iii) for the system with swaps, the peak height χ4(t∗) depends non-monotonically
on temperature, because the soft process becomes increasingly dominant at low
temperature.
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Figure 5. (a) Persistence curves for different swap processes with B/v = 2J/T
in a system of N = 512 spins. Different curves [corresponding to (inverse)
temperatures J/T = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5] are shown for (non-local) s-swaps,
s-updates and local swaps. While s-swaps and s-updates give results that
are essentially identical, as expected for sufficiently large system sizes, local
swaps lead to a reduced accelerating effect on the relaxation dynamics. (b)
Persistence curves for a dynamics with local swaps with B/v = 2J/T and
J/T = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.4, 2.7, 3, 3.3, 3.6, 3.9, 4 [some of these curves are displayed

in panel (a) as well]. The solid lines are fits to P (t) = e−
√
t/τs . (c) Characteristic

time τs [free parameter of the fit in panel (b)] as a function of J/T . A fit τs ∼ ebJ/T

shows excellent agreement with the numerical data.

4.3. Different kinds of swap process

Up to now we have considered swaps corresponding to s-updates, for both the real-
valued and binary-softness models. Fig. 5(a) shows persistence curves for (non-local)
s-swaps and for local swaps as well. We take rs = rl = ru/2 = e−J/T /8, The value
of ru is consistent with previous sections. The factor of two between rs and ru leads
to similar behaviour for s-updates and s-swaps, because each s-swap is equivalent to
an update of two spins. The figure shows that s-swaps and s-updates behave almost
identically, but local swaps lead to slower relaxation. As argued in Subsection 2.2.2,
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it is expected that s-updates and s-swaps should give almost identical results in large
systems (as updating to a value chosen at random from the equilibrium distribution
is equivalent to copying the value from a randomly-chosen site).

It is also notable that the local swaps lead to non-exponential (stretched)
relaxation at low temperatures, as seen in greater detail in Fig. 5(b). This behaviour is
consistent with the discussion of Sec. 3.4. The Figure shows a good fit to the stretched
(non-exponential) relaxation predicted by (30), with the relaxation time treated as a
fitting parameter: that is P (t) = exp(−

√
t/τs). Using the scaling of rX , rl with

temperature, (31) predicts τs ∼ ebJ/T with b = 5: fits give b = 4.4, see Fig. 5(c) where
τs as a function of J/T is shown. This constitutes reasonable agreement, given that
(31) comes from a rather simplistic analogy with the FA model (recall the discussion in
Sec. 3.4). We note that this (significant) difference in relaxation time between systems
with local and non-local swaps is not observed in atomistic models [40, 17], as further
discussed in Section 5.

5. Discussion

It is an essential characteristic of KCMs that the relaxation time depends on the
dynamical rules of the model, and cannot be determined by thermodynamic properties
alone. In this sense, the fact that the swap algorithm accelerates the structural
relaxation of glass-formers [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] is entirely consistent with the dynamical
facilitation theory of glasses [6]. Our contribution here is to make this observation
explicit by considering one specific mechanism by which swapping of local degrees of
freedom can accelerate relaxation. In the KCM that we study, the relevant degree of
freedom for the swap moves is the local softness, which can be interpreted as a local
energy barrier associated with unfacilitated relaxation.

The mechanism of acceleration operates as follows: while the barriers at low
temperature may be very high far away from excitations, in a particular region they
can be temporarily reduced by swaps that increase the local softness (that is, by
reducing the local barrier for the soft process which overcomes the constraint). We
argued that this idea may be applicable to other models. Also, the acceleration by
swaps in our results is controlled by a small fraction of sites, which have Xi > B (or
si = 1). This aspect of the mechanism is natural within the framework considered
here, but there might be other ways to combine KCMs with swap dynamics which
might not have this property.

Within the specific framework we considered here, the speedup by swaps is robust.
Nevertheless, given the simplicity of our setting, there are some differences between
the behaviour with atomisitic systems. We now comment on these.

The acceleration of the dynamics by swaps in Fig. 2 is very significant: for the
choice of parameters of the figure, the relaxation time becomes Arrhenius in the case
with swaps in contrast to the super-Arrhenius behaviour of the original system. In
contrast, in atomistic liquids it is found that swap dynamics, while faster, is still
super-Arrhenius [13]. In our case, the Arrhenius dependence is a consequence of the
scaling of B/v, which we chose as proportional to 1/T in Fig. 2. It is not clear
how the scaling of this quantity can be derived within dynamical facilitation theory,
and a swap dynamics with super-Arrhenius temperature dependence could also be
reproduced with soft KCMs by taking a different scaling of B/v with T . However,
this would require an explanation of why the energy barrier B(T ) should increase [a
question that shares some similarities with the glass transition problem in general:
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how does A(T ) in (1) change on cooling?].
A related point is that the non-monotonic dependence of χ∗

4 = χ4(t∗) on
temperature in Fig. 4 is not seen in Fig. 14 of [13], which shows analogous results
for atomistic systems. The residual growth of χ∗

4 could naturally be associated with
a residual collectiveness of the dynamics not completely removed by the swaps. It
therefore seems plausible that a theory that could explain the temperature dependence
of B(T ) would also explain the growth of χ4∗ that occurs for dynamics with swaps.

A final remark concerns the behavior of the model with local swap dynamics. In
atomistic systems, local and non-local swaps lead to almost identical behaviour [40, 17].
In Fig. 5, there is a significant difference in relaxation time between local and non-
local swaps. As discussed in Sec. 3.4, if both rl and rs are very large, one expects
local and non-local swaps to lead to the same behaviour. This limit is however
difficult to study numerically as simulations become very inefficient. In contrast, in
atomistic simulations it is natural to choose larger swap rates than those considered
here because the simulation of the atomistic dynamics is much more expensive than
the swaps. A second consideration is that of dimensionality: Relaxation in these
soft KCMs is mediated by rare anomalously soft sites, which move diffusively in the
model with local swaps. As discussed in Sec. 3.4, mixing by diffusion is slow in
one dimension, compared with higher dimensions. It therefore seems likely that the
differences between local and non-local swaps in Fig. 5 would be much smaller in a
corresponding three-dimensional version of the model. (The change of dimensionality
would not affect the hard constraint, as the features of the East model are mostly
independent of spatial dimension [39, 27].)

To conclude, acceleration by swaps can be reproduced quite naturally in
kinetically constrained models. Our work here provides a concrete and specific example
of a model that reproduces this important phenomenon [13]. The acceleration due
to swaps should be robust within KCMs, which makes the observation of enhanced
relaxation in more realistic glass formers compatible with dynamic facilitation. In
order to account more accurately for features such as the residual temperature
dependence of timescales or the remnant growth of dynamical correlations (which in
the context of KCMs are related to less coarse-grained features of supercooled liquids)
further work is needed. This would be the natural direction in which to extend the
models considered here.
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